Stalis awarded place on G-Cloud 9 Framework
Supplier of specialist NHS Data Transformation and Integrated Care Record Services,
Stalis Ltd, has been awarded a place on the Crown Commercial Service (CCS) GCloud Framework, as successful applicants to G-Cloud 9 have now been revealed.
The G-Cloud 9 Framework is an online services marketplace which public sector
organisations can use to purchase cloud-based services. It is designed to enable
buyers to easily compare and procure digital services that suit their needs.
Stalis Ltd has 3 Cloud Software available to procure;



NHS CareXML® Data Archive; Stalis' NHS data archive provides a secure repository for
a wide range of healthcare services covering administrative and clinical data. The
access is controlled depending upon user role and provides a consistent view of all
data. The viewer is web based, intuitive and completely adapted to healthcare use.



NHS Data Quality Service; Stalis’ NHS Data Quality Service reviews data held on an
existing system and gives in-depth feedback on problem areas. Stalis’ specialist tools
and extensive experience of NHS data provides a clearer understanding of the true
state of data, whilst acting as a catalyst for a focused and effective improvement
programme.



NHS CareInform Integrated Care Record Service; CareInform is an N3 cloud-based
integrated care record service offering users across all health and social care settings a
complete long-term view of a patient’s health and social care information based on a
single integrated repository. It provides care professionals with access to high-quality
data; the foundation for integrating services.
There are also have 2 Cloud Support Services available;



NHS CareXML® Data Transformation & Migration; Migrate your patient healthcare data
without disruption and with 100% confidence. The tools, services and methodology
have been used successfully by over 20 NHS trusts. Launch your new healthcare
information system with 100% trial-load success and no duplicate, partial, missing
patient data or appointments.



NHS CareXML® Data Extraction & Data Quality Assessment; Good data quality is
essential to support healthcare organisations’ management of patients and reporting
to Commissioners. Stalis can extract data from multiple source systems and assimilate in
an Integrated Care Record for data quality assessment monitoring and improvement.
Data quality levels must be assured as part of any data migration.
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Andrew Meiner, Managing Director at Stalis said:
We are delighted to have had our application to join G-Cloud 9 accepted, and are
looking forward to engaging with a wide range of healthcare organisations, who
can now procure our full range of data migration services, as well as our Integrated
Care Record Service, through this specialist framework.
Having our services available via another procurement route, means that we are
making it easier for healthcare organisations to engage with us, enabling us to assist
them through data migration projects and helping them achieve success both on
time and within budget.
For full details of the features and benefits of these specialist services, please visit
Digital Marketplace
Alternatively, please contact us on enquiries@stalis.com
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